
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of special
advisor. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for special advisor

Provide programmatic guidance and analysis of developments with HNP
Logistics and how it relates to the HNP Central Garage to the U.S. Embassy
Continue the development of practical training courses to improve the
vehicle operator skills of the cadets during their training and HNP Officers
that operate vehicles
Assist the Embassy in identifying and monitoring vehicle and vehicle parts
donations to the HNP
Assists the Dean with the overall organization and management of the School
of Education, including strategic planning and execution, policy development
and implementation and development, and resource allocation
Providing consistent, robust and defensible decisioning to cases to comply
with relevant legislation and regulations Proceeds of Crime Act, Money
Laundering Regulations etc
Acting as the conduit for facilitating and co-ordinating communications with
relevant parties pre & post filing of any SARs Relationship Managers, AML
Advisory, Regional FIUs etc
Serves as an ongoing, single point of contact for members, primarily via the
phone channel (may also will use email, chat, text), delivering compassionate
support to consumers, creating a memorable, positive consumer experience
Ongoing education for conditions that fall under the special needs umbrella is
required
Provide other services in the future yet to be defined
Maintain continuous lines of communication, keeping the VP/AP informed of
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Qualifications for special advisor

Ability to obtain and maintain a Moderate Risk Public Trust (MRPT) security
designation
A Corrections Academy Certificate (minimum of 120 hours of correctional
training) is also required
Minimum of eight years supervisory experience in a correctional and/or Police
department/agency is required
Ability to operate a standard transmission vehicle
Master’s degree in business administration and/or equivalent combination of
education and experience
Knowledge of key Fintech systems beneficial MANTAS, Actimize etc


